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SUMMARY: (U) SEE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, TEXT PARAGRAPH 1, BELOW.

TEXT: 1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY. PAKISTAN INTER-SERVICES INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE AND HAQANI NETWORK INVOLVEMENT IN THE 30 DECEMBER 2009 SUICIDE ATTACK ON FORWARD OPERATING BASE CHAPMAN.

1.4 (c) Non Responsive

4. (U) DURING DISCUSSIONS AT AN UNKNOWN DATE BETWEEN HAQANI, SALAR, AND AN UNIDENTIFIED ISID OFFICER OR OFFICERS, HAQANI AND SALAR WERE PROVIDED 200,000.00 USD TO ENABLE THE ATTACK ON CHAPMAN. HAQANI PROVIDED THE MONEY TO SALAR WHO THEN COMMUNICATED THE PLANNING DETAILS TO MULLAWI ((SAKH)). SAKH THEN CONTACTED ((ARGHAWAN)), AFGHAN BORDER COMMANDER OF THE KHOWST PROVINCIAL FORCE. ARGHAWAN WAS PROMISED 100,000.00 USD BY SALAR FOR HIS ASSISTANCE TO ENABLE A SUICIDE MISSION BY AN UNNAMED JORDANIAN NATIONAL. FOLLOWING THE ATTACK, SALAR WAS BELIEVED TO HAVE KEP THE 100,000.00 USD PROMISED TO ARGHAWAN BECAUSE ARGHAWAN DIED DURING THE SUICIDE ATTACK.
3. (U) ALL NAMES AND TRANSLATIONS WERE OBTAINED THROUGH THE USE OF AN INTERPRETER. ALL NAMES AND PLACES ARE SPELLED PHONETICALLY.

4. (U) GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES WERE EXTRACTED FROM FALCON VIEW SOFTWARE VERSION 3.3.0 AND NGA GNS SEARCH TOOL.

5. (U) (b)(3): 10 USC 424

(b)(3): 10 USC 403-1(i)

WARNING: (U) REPORT CLASSIFIED-

3-A-C-R-B-T//NOTFOR

DTS FROM: DH 660 JUL 2009

RECT: 20X4 HUMAN.

Derived From: DH 660 JUL 2009

Declassify on: 20X1 HUMAN

Info:

CDR US/COM NORFOLK VAROUTINE; CDR USPACOM HONOLULU HROUTINE;

CIA WASHINGTON DCOUTINE; CIA WASHINGTON DCCOUTINE;
(b)(3): 50 USC 3024(i)

(b)(3): 50 USC 3024(i) JOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC ROUTINE;
(b)(3): 50 USC 3024(i) NGA NAVY YARD WASHINGTON DC

; SAFE WASHINGTON DC ROUTINE; WASHINGTON DC, SECDEF ROUTINE;
WASH DC, SECSTATE ROUTINE; (b)(3): 50 USC 3024(i)
(b)(3): 50 USC 3024(i)

USCENTCOM CENT MACDILL AFB FL ROUTINE;
USCENTCOM CENT MACDILL AFB FL ROUTINE; (b)(3): 10 USC 424
(b)(3): 10 USC 424 USSOCOM MACDILL AFB FL ROUTINE;
(b)(3): 10 USC 424 USSOCOM MACDILL AFB FL ROUTINE;
USSTRATCOM OFFUTT AFB NE ROUTINE
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